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We love music. Sometimes it feels like music is the only thing that really unites us. It is the medium which
truly transcends culture, race, gender and age. Music is the most effective means to bring people closer.
And this is precisely the core value of Accutone: bringing the world closer. 

Accutone has been making some of the world’s best headsets and headphones for decades, specifically 
in the business sector. It is an experience which allows us to finally make the perfect audio product for
everyone.

But we know that skills and tools don’t make the best product: passion does. In order to build something 
for everyone, we went back to our roots: our love for music. We ask ourselves what kind of products do we 
want to use? This, is how we are able to make some of the best audio headphones in the market.

Accutone® | A Brand from Britain, has been making professional headsets since 1997.



Lineup of Products
Audio Classes

STANDARD PRO LINE PRO-X LINE DELUXE LINE

PEGASUS

AQUARIUS

GEMINI

PISCES

TAURUS

PISCES HD

PISCES BAND

GEMINI HD

PISCES BAND HDMERCURY

There is no sound for everyone. Each individual is unique and our preferences for music dictate
what types of headphones we should choose. It is obvious that the instrument we use for listening to
Rock & Roll is very different than the ones we use for classical music. This is why audio tuning is so 
important for a good pair of headphones.

Accutone understands this need, and has built an audio classification system for all of its headphones. 
This makes it so much easier for consumers to choose according to their tastes. Users can simply look
at the class identification on the package and choose the model which fits their tastes.

This is where we are different from other brands in the market. Our products don’t just look different
from each other, they sound different. There is more than one type of sound throughout our line-up. We 
believe that instead of force-feeding customers with one “fit-for-all” tuning, we let them choose what 
suits them most, which sound is “better” for them.

perfect 
Besides difference in music preference, we are very much different in our headphone usage and our
requirements. Audio quality and built is directly related to price, hence the “best” pair of headphones
can be very different between a casual listener and an audiophile. 

This is why Accutone has four lines of products available. The Standard line covers the widest range of
casual listeners in terms of audio tuning, weight, comfort and design. The Pro Line emphasizes sound
quality, using some of the best loudspeakers in the market, and carefully tuned to perfection for music
enthusiasts and the prosumer market. 

Pro-X Line is designed for audiophiles and musicians. Building on top of superb audio quality, models
under this line have unique features like detachable MMCX cables, bass-tuning and Beryllium speakers.
Products of the Deluxe Line are limited editions, combining features, audio quality and prestige.



Black and White, everlasting colors for minimalists of all generations. The Pegasus is about the beauty of
simplicity, yet not compromising on details, quality and design. Not flashy or a taste of the week, this is the
headphone you buy for everyday use yet still admire its design years later.

Do not confuse simplicity with ordinariness, as there is nothing ordinary about the Pegasus. A light weight 
in-ear headphone with a unique shape which fits completely inside your ear, it is tuned to Class B, for bass-
enhancement, and it is the smallest and most comfortable headphone to employ the power of 9.2mm loud-
speakers. 

Pegasus is Made for iPhone, with digital inline volume controls and Apple certified microphone. 

Style | Comfort | Minimalistic

Color: Black | Weight: 10.5g | Speaker Input: 5mW | Speaker Max: 10mW | Speaker Size: 9.2mm | Impedance: 16 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 110±3dB at 10mW | Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temperature: -20°C to 35°C





As one of the most popular models from Accutone, the Aquarius is not just about colors. It is also the lightest
in-ear headphone of its kind. The “water-droplet” housing design is both elegant and ergonomic, making 
it the most comfortable headphones one can find. The pastel colors are perfect complements to the 
fashionably-inclined. 

One look at the Aquarius’ small and compact design, you will be amazed by the audio output it can produce.
The magic is in the high-grade 5mm loudspeakers, specifically built and tuned to Class A setting, for a sweet
yet powerful balanced audio. The Aquarius is equipped with microphone and comes with digital volume 

TMcontrol for Apple® or Android  devices.

Color: Pink | Orange | Lime | Blue | Purple | White | Weight: 10.5g | Speaker Input: 1mW Max: 3mW | Spk Size: 5.5mm 
Impedance: 16 Ohm | Sound Pressure Level: 102±3dB | Operating Temp: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temp: -20°C to 35°C

Colors | Lightweight | Comfort





Gold is hot again. But it’s all about the bass for the Gemini. When paired with Comply® High-Grade Memory 
Foam, the sound from this minimalistic headphone can really blow you away. Bone-crunching bass 
performance with a special blend of metallic sound makes the Gemini the best option for enthusiasts and 
audiophiles. 

The Gemini is equipped with a pair of proprietary-designed 9mm mylar speakers that is tuned to Class B, 
for bass-enhancement. It comes with both options of high-grade memory foam and standard silicon 
earbuds. The Gemini comes with an inline control with microphone and supports all platforms of  Smart
-devices.

Bass-Enhanced | Gold Chrome | Powerful Sound

Color: Black with Gold | Weight: 13g | Speaker Input: 5mW | Spk Max: 10mW | Spk Size: 9mm | Impedance: 16 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 110±3dB at 10mW | Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temperature: -20°C to 35°C



GOLDEN CLASSIC
Elegantly designed with the use of black
and chrome-gold aluminum for user
looking for that long-lasting classic look
that stands out from the crowd.

ULTIMATE BASS PERFORMANCE
When paired with the Comply® foam,
the Gemini is the most powerful bass
monster you can find in an in-ear style
headphone.

Use Comply® Memory Foam for Top Bass Performance

Three Different Sizes of Soft Silicon Earbuds

Full-Metallic Nozzle with Acoustic Paper

Acoustically Enhanced Chrome-Gold Chamber

9mm Proprietary-Designed Bass-Enhanced Loudspeaker



The Tangle-Free Flat Cable is not the only thing that sets the Pisces apart from its other siblings. From the
sharp-looking high-gloss finishing to the various metallic components used, it is both a superb headphone
and a piece of elegantly sculptured art.

Acoustically, the Pisces is tuned for sound clarity, as it highlights the different layers of the audio spectrum. 
For users who enjoy more than just bass for their music preference, this is definitely the product to choose. 
Pisces is Made for iPhone, with a digital inline control to adjust volume, skip songs, activate Siri as well as 
simply make and end calls. Pisces also comes with Apple certified microphone.

Clarity | Stylish | Flat Cable

Color: Black with Aluminum | Weight: 15g | Speaker Input: 5mW Max: 10mW | Spk Size: 9mm | Impedance: 16 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 110±3dB at 10mW | Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temperature: -20°C to 35°C



BEAUTY IS NOT SKIN DEEP  
Underneath the stunning piano black and 
aluminum casing is one finely-tuned 
headphone with high resolution clarity 
and detail. 

FLAT CABLE & CONTROLLER
Connected along the tangle-free flat cable,
an inline digital volume control using Apple® 
chipset and HD microphone.

Use Comply® Memory Foam to Boost Up Bass Output

Three Different Sizes of Soft Silicon Earbuds

Audio Grille Equipped with Premium Acoustic Paper

Metallic Chamber with 9.5mm Class-C Speaker

Ultra-high Gloss “Piano-Black” Finishing

Tangle-Free Flat Cable with Digital Inline Control



A true innovative design, the Taurus is packed with features and tuned to audio excellence. Aside from the
unique casing design with piano-black glossy finishing, the Taurus allows user to adjust the bass output
on the headphone. 

Tuned to Class B audio settings, the 9mm powerful bass-drivers provide an overwhelming experience
when using Comply® Memory Foams. The Taurus is also a high-end detachable headphone using industrial 
standard MMCX connectors for reliability and durability. 

Taurus is Made for iPhone, with a digital inline control to adjust volume, skip songs, activate Siri as well as 
simply make and end calls. It also comes with an Apple certified microphone. Taurus also works with 
Android devices when replacing the stock cable with an Android cable. 

Bass-Enhanced | MMCX | Bass Tuning Technology

Color: Black | Weight: 10.5g | Speaker Input: 5mW | Speaker Max: 10mW | Speaker Size: 9mm | Impedance: 16 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 110±3dB at 10mW | Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temperature: -20°C to 35°C



DETACHABLE MMCX SPIN CABLE
Aside from the benefits of replacement, 
user can choose to switch from iPhone
cable to Android or HD Audio cable.

BASS TUNING TECHNOLOGY
User can easily adjust the bass setting
by turning the dial located at the rear
of the headphone. 

Choice of Soft Silicon Earbud or Comply® Memory Foam

Dual Chamber Design for Bass Tuning

Audio Grille Equipped with Premium Acoustic Paper

Industrial Standard MMCX Connectors 

Detachable Spin Cable for Dual Wearing Method



Depending on listening preference, bass is not always the only way to go. Especially for enthusiasts and
audiophiles, a good pair of high-end headphone tuned for audio clarity and responsiveness is more 
preferred. The Pisces HD fits this description perfectly.

The Pisces HD uses a pair of high-end 8mm Beryllium loudspeakers tuned for Class C clarity. Aside from 
enhancing small audio details of high-mid-bass tones, the headphone’s sound accuracy is especially 
noticeable. 

Pisces HD is also a detachable headphone using the MMCX standard. Made especially for Android phones
and tablets, it includes a HD microphone and an inline digital control that works directly with Android OS. 
Pisces HD also works with iOS devices when replacing the stock cable with an iPhone cable. 

Clarity | HD Audio | MMCX

Color: Black with Aluminum | Weight: 15g | Speaker Input: 3mW Max: 5mW | Spk Size: 8mm (Be) | Impedance: 20 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 99±3dB at 10mW | Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temperature: -20°C to 35°C



8MM BERYLLIUM SPEAKER FOR CLARITY
Highly accurate and responsive audio
output from a pair of proprietary-deigned 
high-end Beryllium speakers.

HD 8mm Beryllium Speaker inside Metallic Chamber

Ultra-high Gloss “Piano-Black” Finishing

DETACHABLE MMCX SPIN CABLE
Aside from the benefits of replacement, 
user can choose to switch from iPhone
cable to Android or HD Audio cable.

Industrial Standard MMCX Connectors 

Detachable Spin Cable for Dual Wearing Method

Choice of Soft Silicon Earbud or Comply® Memory Foam

Audio Grille Equipped with Premium Acoustic Paper



Color: White with Stainless Steel | Weight: 13g | Spk Input: 3mW Max: 5mW | Spk Size: 8mm (Be) | Impedance: 20 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 99±3dB at 10mW | Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temperature: -20°C to 35°C

Holding the Gemini HD in hand, you will immediately notice the weight and substance of this premium-
grade headphone. Built from Stainless Steel and recycle Aluminum, the tactile feel is absolutely amazing. 

However, what’s inside is equally amazing. Powered by two high-end 8mm Beryllium loudspeakers, the 
Gemini HD has superb audio clarity and responsiveness. On the surface, it is tuned to Class C settings, 
but with the Nozzle Kit provided, users can change Audio Nozzles for different Bass Boosting levels. 

Gemini HD comes with Comply® Premium Tips (High-Grade Memory Foam) for extra bass enhancement. 
It is also Made for iPhone, with a digital inline control to adjust volume, skip songs, activate Siri as well as 
simply make and end calls. It also comes with Apple certified microphone. 

Stainless Steel | Beryllium Speakers | Nozzle Kit



THE LOOK & FEEL OF PRESTIGE
Built from polished stainless steel,
the finishing and feel of substance
is indescribable.

AUDIO SETTINGS FROM NOZZLE KIT
With three different nozzle designs to 
choose from, users can easily select the
treble/bass output to their own desire.

Use Comply® Memory Foam to Boost Up Bass Output

Nozzle Kit with 3 different Exchangeable Audio Nozzles

HD 8mm Beryllium Speaker inside Metallic Chamber

Superb Audio Clarity and Sound Responsiveness

Stainless Architecture for Acoustics and Substance



Don’t be fooled by its looks, hold one in your hand and you will notice the weight and built of this superior
headphone. The fully recyclable high-grade aluminum speaker chamber serves both cosmetic and audio
function. Protein leatherette ear cushions offer extreme comfort, as well as excellent sound isolation. Sharp
-looking ultra high-gloss finishing, foldable hinges and extendable headband are just a few of the many
features of this amazing product.

A pair of 40mm proprietary-engineered loudspeakers are tuned to Class B for Bass Enhancement. Pisces
Band is Made for iPhone, as it comes with Apple-certified microphone and digital inline control to adjust
volume settings, skip songs, activate Siri as well as simply make and end calls.

Aluminum Built | Bass-Enhanced | Stylish

Color: Black | White | Orange | Weight: 150g | Speaker Size: 40mm | Frequency Resp: 20 - 20k Hz | Impedance: 16 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 118±3dB at 10mW | Operating and Storage Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Cable Length: 1.3m



FULL ALUMINUM ARCHITECTURE
Aside from the obvious metallic speaker
chamber, Pisces Band utilizes mostly
high-grade recyclable aluminum for
strength as well as prestige.

POWERFUL BASS PERFORMANCE
The bone-shattering bass output is
perfect for users who enjoy strong
and powerful rhythmic music. 



Color: Silver | Weight: 150g | Speaker Input: 10mW | Speaker Max: 20mW | Speaker Size: 40mm | Impedance: 16 Ohm
Sound Pressure Level: 109±3dB at 10mW | Operating Temperature: 0°C to 40°C | Storage Temperature: -20°C to 35°C

TMThe detachable headphone by Accutone® isn’t like any other you’ve seen. Utilizing the MagCable  design,
the cable is connected to the headphone via magnets to avoid loosening due to fatigue. The fully recyclable 
high-grade aluminum speaker chamber serves both cosmetic and audio function. Housed inside are two
high-end 40mm Beryllium speakers for exceptional audio clarity.

Tuned to Class C for clarity, the Pisces Band HD is a direct contrast from the standard model in its emphasis
on sound accuracy and audio responsiveness. However, unlike many other clarity-tuned headphones in
the market, the Pisces Band HD still maintains a firm bass presence.

Made for iPhone, this model comes with a digital inline control to adjust volume, skip songs, activate Siri 
as well as simply make and end calls on any iOS device. It is also equipped with an Apple certified 
microphone. 

Pisces Band HD also works with Android devices when replacing the stock cable with an Android cable. 
It also allows sound-quality upgrade by using the optional 3.5mm Audio-Only cable.

MagCable | Aluminum Built | Beryllium Speakers



DETACHABLE MAGCABLE
For damaged cable replacements
or switching to pair another device
the MagCable has you covered.

Foldable Hinges and Extendable Headband

Replaceable Leatherette Cushions

Multi-Layer Audio Chamber Design

40mm Beryllium Clarity-Enhanced Speakers

Full Aluminum Speaker Chambers

TMMagCable  Detachable Cables for iOS, Android or Audio-Only



Color: Crimson Red | Victory Green | Bluetooth: v4.0 | Profiles: HSP, HFP, A2DP, AVRCP | Transmission Band: 2.4GHz
Rechargeable Battery: 3.7V Li-Polymer | Battery: Talktime 4h, Music 3.5h | Weight: 12.5g | Dimension: 15x15x30mm 

Tired of cables limiting your movements during music or calls? Looking for comfort and sound quality
during your daily workout? Accutone® is proud to offer just what you’ve been looking for, in Mercury - the 
first stereo bluetooth headset from the renowned professional audio brand.

Using the latest bluetooth version 4.0, Mercury offers true stereo sound by utilizing the A2DP profile,
supported by most smart devices including smartphones, tablets and bluetooth-enable notebooks.
The lightest weight of its kind, at only 12.5 grams, Mercury also comes with a microphone inside the digital 
inline volume control, for standard phone and VoIP calls. The inline control supports iPhone®, Android and 
most other smartphone platforms for digital volume control, call/answer, skip-repeat music track functions. 
Under iOS® platform, the Mercury also comes with on-screen battery meter indication.

Knowing the limitations in audio quality by using bluetooth wireless connection, Mercury is tuned to Class
C for clarity, but it also comes standard with Comply® Memory Foam for bass enhancement. Comply’s 
Premium Earphone Tips also prevents the earbuds from falling out during exercise, by heat-forming against
your ear canal. If that’s not enough, you can also use its stabilizer rings for maximum sturdiness.

Bluetooth 4.0 | A2DP Stereo Output | Ultra-Lightweight Design



Bluetooth Version 4.0 with A2DP Stereo Output

Charging Port and Status LED inside Compartment

Digital Inline Control for both iPhones & Android

Silicon Earbuds or Comply ® Memory Foam

Microphone for Phone Calls of VoIP Chats

Fastest Bluetooth Connection Time

Tangle-Free Flat Cable Design



Important Safety Instructions
www.accutone.com

Warnings
- Contains small parts which may be a choking hazard. Not suitable for children under age three.
- Set a low volume setting before using the headsets.
- Long-term exposure to loud music or sounds may cause hearing damage. It is best to avoid high volume 

levels when using these headsets, especially for extended periods.
- Do not use these headsets when operating a motor vehicle, a bicycle, machinery or where your inability to 

hear outside sounds may present a danger to you or others.

Cautions
- Using these headsets limit your ability to hear sound around you, regardless of listening volume. Please be 

cautious when using these headsets.
- Do not drop, sit on, or allow the headsets to be immersed in water.
- The earbuds that accompany these headsets may deteriorate over time. Please make sure to use suitable 

earbuds on the headsets at all times.

Made for iPod information

“Made for iPod”, “Made for iPhone”, and “Made for iPad” mean that an electronic accessory has been designed 
to connect specifically to iPod, iPhone, or iPad, respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet 
Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with 
safety and regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, iPhone, or iPad may 
affect wireless performance. 

The above left symbol indicates that this product shall not be treated as household waste. Instead it shall 
be handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronics equipment. 
This product was produced after Jan 1 2006.

© Copyright 2015 Accutone Technologies Limited. All rights reserved. Do not replicate or distribute without prior consent.

Accutone and the logo device are registered by Accutone Technologies Limited. iPhone, iPod, iPod classic, iPod nano, and iPod touch are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc. BlackBerry is owned by Research in Motion 
Limited. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Use of this trademark is subject to Google Permissions. Comply is a trademark of Hearing 
Components. The Bluetooth Trademark is owned by Bluetooth SIG. Accutone is not endorsed, sponsored, affiliated with or otherwise authorized 
by Apple Inc., Research in Motion Limited, Google Inc, Hearing Components or Bluetooth SIG. 
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